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Hal crowned
By EMMA PEARCE
Assistant Editor

After three hours of seventeen women standing on
stage awaiting the finale, Wendy Hall was chosen as Miss
Coastal for 1992-1993. The first runner-up was Yasemin
Siab, a sophomore. The second runner-up was Tamera
Bobo, a freshman.
The winner of the Ms. Congeniality award was
Keisha Jeffcoat, a freshman. The winner of the Most
Talented award was Melissa McCloud, a sophomore.
The winner of Ms. Photogenic was Jodi Eanes, a fresman.
The winner of the Community Service award was Yasemin
Siab.
All American Girl, Miss Coastal was sponsored by
the Campus Programming Board. The Mistress of Ceremonies was Vanessa Hill, anchor of WBlW TV 13
Eyewitness News, and The Master of Ceremonies was
Robert Starling. a singer and songwriter from orth
Carolina.
Hall combined the art of modem dance and the skill
of gymnastics for her talent in the show. Her platform was
increasing awarenesss of Child Abuse in the community
and on campus.
II

Richard Dame, Palmetto Pro~ or
and member of the
'ne S J nee
Department fa UllY at Coastal. recentl
wa theseniorchairandc -or anizero
the International Ecolo lca
iet
(INTECOL) ctIandsCon eren
in Columbu Ohio.
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Wendy Hall, an elementary education major,
won the Ms. Coastal pageant Saturday night.
(photo by Duane Nancarrow)

Soccer team strugg e ag ___ _
By MIGUEL PATINO
staff Writer

The Chants are the frrst team in history
to be reinstated back into the Intercollegiate
Soccer Association of America (ISAA)
rankings after being dropped. The reinstatement put the Chants back into fourth place
behind Numberl N.C. State, Number 2
Duke, and Number 3 UNC Charlotte.
The Chants were originally dropped
from the poll due to the ISAA being misinfonnedabout the status ofLhe teams win-loss
record due to confusion over the forfeited
games.
Coastal soccer coach Paul Banta said he
"immediately called [ISAA South Region
Chairman] John Tart and then [National
Chairman] Tim Carter and protested" when
he found out they were not ranked in the
poll. John Tart apologized and immediately
held a meeting with his committee to take a
second vote. The next day the Chants were

back on the top ten poll and ranked fourth.
They are not ranked nationally yet
The problem with the ISAA rankings is
only part of a number of problems Coastal's
soccer team has been faced with this season.
The first week of October Simon Marsh
and Brett Looker from England, and Peter
Tzamouranis and Peter Nikolakopoulas from
Australia were deemed ineligible to play for
the Chants this season. Coastal bas voluntarily suspended the four players while the
NCAA investigates whetherdocuments they
had signed in their home countries are considered illegal or not in the U.S.
"I hope they will be reinstated," said
Banta, "and I think they will. There are over
130 athletes from England in the U.S. with
this same problem, but our two guys [from
England] are the only ones that have been
suspended because of it"
Coastal offered to forfeit eight games in
which the four players participated, but
GeorgeF. Sasser said that the CAAmanual

"allows you to forfeit, to use the tenn forfeit,
but the statistics stay as such."
The Big South Conference has banned
Coastal from playing in their tournament
and said that "it would be impossible to seed
the teams fairly." George F. Sasser~ Big
South Conference Commissioner, ho ever,
said that the ban was a resul of the violations.
Since the four player have been suspended, Coastal has won seven out of nine
games and has defeated all the nationally
ranked teams.
Although the Chants were banned from
the Big South tournament, there is still a
chance they will get one of the 16 invitations
to compete in the CAA tournament.
In preparation for the tournament the
team is practicing extra hard. "We've had a
lot of injuries lately" said Banta, "but nothing that will stop them from playing in the
CAA if we make it"

of Rennes in France ill co-organiz
the event
Dame bas been on temporary leav
from the college since mmer 1992
when he was named director 0 th
Eco y terns Studies Pro ram at th
ational science Fo dalio in
hingtOn D.C. Dame as recently named
the SF representativ to
ationaI
Wetlands Committee.
Dame earned a bachel r' d 8J1
in zoology and ecology from the University of orth Carolina a rna ter'
degree in Ph.D. in biology and marin
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Parker of Conway, chair; J
Da
of Aynor. vice-chair; Elizabeth ha
of Conway, treasurer; and Ruth'e
of Myrtle Beach. secretary.
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Editorial
The time to register is once more at hand and students are
rushing to pick up course books and feverishly bubbling in circles.
But wait, when do you register? Well, if the school has your correct
address you should have already recei ved a card wi th your date and
time to register on it. If the school does not have your correct
address, then your parents, or your ex-roommate, or someone you
don't even know may have received your card.
I have heard many students complain about not recei ving mail
from the school. Quite frequently, mail is sent to a student's parents
or last address because they have failed to fill out a change of
address form.
It is not fair to blame the school for not automatically knowing
what your new
address is. You
also
cannot
blame yourself
if you do not
know how to go
about notifying
the school of a
new address.
Okay, no more
excuses. Here is the step by step process for registering a change
of address.
1) Go to the Office of Records and Registration in the
Singleton Building, Room 108.
2) Ask for a change of address form and fill it out.
3) When filling out the form be aware that your grades and
bills will be sent to your permanent address while everything else
will be sent to your local address. If you want everything sent to
the same address, list the same address for permanent and local.
4) Turn your form in.
See how easy? Now stop blaming the school and change your
address.

,

Opinion:

Correct address
please

Chanticleer letters policy
Lately, at the Chanticleer, we have received some rather
lengthy letters. Our letters policy states that we would like letters
to be 250 words or less. We will accept longer letters, but are more
likely to edit
these for space.
We have
also recei ved
some excellent
letters that are
unsigned. We
cannot print
your letter if we
do not know who you are. Please do not be afraid to share your
opinions and views, dissenting or otherwise, with the campus, we
would love to know what you think.
For those of you who would like to submit letters, we are
printing the letters policy contained in the staffhox so that you will
be aware of exactly what you can expect We encourage letters and
hope that Coastal students, faculty, and staff will respond.
The Chanticleer encourages letters to the editor concerning
interesting and timely topics. All letters should be signed with the
author's name, address, telephone number, major, and pOsition, or
relation to the college. Letters are accepted from off-campus
parties. All letters should be limited to 250 words. All submissions should be typed or legibly written. With no exceptions, all
letters will be edited for length, clarity, and libelous or lewd
material. Any accusations made in letters by the author are subject
to confirmation and must be supported by factual materials.
Letters may be delivered personally or through campus mail to
The Chanticleer office in Room 202 of the Student Center. Letters
may also be mailed to the above address.

Opinion:

Letters policy
clarified
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They murdered Th~
"They (researchers) have an obligation
to sec that animals are used for productive
and meaningful goals." Rabbits have their
fur peeled off and their bare skin rubbed raw
with shampoo to test it.
"Mostanimalscxperienceonly minimal
pain or brief discomfort when thcyare used
in research." Guinea pigs will be forced to
live almost two weeks after having thcir
eyeballs pulled out of their sockets.
"Researchers strive to cause animals
eithcr no pain or no more pain than is nccessary." Baboons used in head-bashing
ex~rimenlS are left unancsthetized with
brain damage.
"They (researchcrs) have an obligation
to minimize the pain and discomfort." Mice
are wtapped in aluminum foil, taped to a

o emb r 0

e e

wall, and fried alive under a sun simulation
machinc.
Every year millions of animals are
blinded, mutilated, burned, and poisoned in
sadistic experiments. Though alternatives
to animal experimentation such as mechanical models, audiovisuals guides, cell
and tissue cultures, etc. do exist, many
businesses and companie continue their
cruel, archaic testing. Apologists for animal
experimentation argue thattesling often lead
to breakthroughs in medicine and helps save
human lives. In many cases this is wrong,
medicines that have been detennined "safe"
often have serious side effects on people.
Also, many substances are kept on the market
for the public simply because there is inconclusive evidence from animal testing.

Over $7 billion i spent every year to hurt
animal in order to obtain rc ults that are
not reliable.
In 1980 the organization PETA (people
for the Ethical Treaunent of Animal was
foundedtohelpdefendtherightsofanimal .
Operating under the principle, "Animal
are not ours to eat, wear, experiment on, or
use for entenainment," the organization
works to educate the public about three
major areas of animal uffering: on factory
farms, in the fur trade, and through animal
testing.
Animals experience the same p ychological distress and pain that human do.
What right do we have to take a life of a
guinea pig to make the perfect hair color or
kill a rabbit to Ie t something
uperfi ial

2

/ Jennifer H land
a hair ray?
Th
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r

Monk's Corner / Ahaseurus, the Wandering Jew
This past Halloween, I was talking with
Linus and Charlie Brown on the subject of
abortion. I'm not really sure how we arrived
at this subject, or how I met these two nuts
("Peanuts"-get it?), or exactly what I did
that night; but I do remember one thing:
"All persons born or naturalized in the
United States and subject to the jurisdiction
thereof, are citizens of the United States and
of the S tate wherein they reside .....
And:
"The right of the people to be secure in
their persons, houses, papers, and effects,
against unreasonable searches and seizures,
shall not be violated ... "
These quotes are from Amendments
XIV and IV of the Constitution of the United
States. Notice that Amendment XIV states:
"All persons born ... are citizens ... " It does
not say all fetuses or possible life forms. It
says "bOrn." The governments, federal,
state, or local, of the United States have no
governing power over anyone or anything

Choice Words
not born or naturalized as - - - - - - - - - - - -...... (the FDA) when I have the
citizens. (And I don't think
right 10 be secure in my
person? If I'm dying of
fetuses can be naturalized.)
The mothers also have
AIDS! don't care what a
drug might do in side-efthe right "to be secure in
fec . Ifl had Alzheimer'
their persons ... again t
unreasonable searches and
I wouldn't care "f a drug
was only good in a quarter
seizures ... " This is a right
of the people who were born
of the case and might d or naturalized; and if a
stroy my liver. I'll worry
woman decides an abortion
about all that if I live that
is not an unreasonable
long or can remember my
own name. I want the drug
search or seizure, then she
has a right to be secure in her person and and the FDA's non-approval is an unreaabort.
sonable seizure.
Which bring me to a fmal point: When
Which brings me to another point:
Where does the government get off on tell- life begin is alway a debatable point, but
ingmewhatdrugslcanadmitinlOmybody? it seem to me that people forget that all
Why do I have to be a slave 10 bureaucracy sorts o"life (viral, germicidal, fungoid) live

Letters To The Ed-to
Coastal unaffected
by beach proximity
Dear Editor,
I just finished reading the October 27
editorial and was moved to write on behalf
of my sense of humor. Coastal Carolina
College is just that, a college. Coastal's
proximity to the beach neither adds nor
detracts from any course that I'm enrolled in
and I think it's ridiculous to bash Coastal's
attempts to lure students with the beach.
Isn't that basically what foreign exchange
programs do? Hook learning with travel to
exploit both? It doesn't cheapen the learning experience, it adds to it
Coastal is a fine school, which al 0
happens to be located close to the beach.
We're a large and diverse campus with
many other reasons to be here besides our
closeness to the beach. Maybe some of us

in ourabdJl
to re tram our de ire • create la
gov m
and compo e con tituuon. And I
ugg t that peopl con entrat on th mselve rather than worrymg about that m
in their brolher' eye.

/ Our readers re pond

should relax and slOp whining over a couple
of tongue-in-cheek attempts to inject a little
humor into what can sometimes be a preuy
stressful time for incoming freshmen.
Sincerely,
Jeff Small

Reputation on line
Dear Editor,
After reading your editorial and having
felt the same way, I couldn't help but respond. Since my freshman year, I have
hated the bad rap that Coastal has been gi ven
(University of Myrtle Beach, etc.). My first
intention was to do well at Coastal and
transfer. I t so happened that after observing
"Columbia~' and other schools; I realized I
really liked Coastal and was al 0 able to get
in J po ition that have helped me. The
student/teacher ratio was/i much smaller
and that was a detennining factor to both my

parents and me. Many professors are Ph.D. '
and diligent above and beyond a Graduate
As iSlant that would leach a course to an
auditorium full of tudents. Speaking for
myself and other there have been opportunities at Coastal where I have learned nol
only the credit curriculum, but al 0 what
life is like. On a personal and professional
level, Coastal has a lot to offer. To adverti
what we all take eriou Iy as, "A chool at
the beach" or "Come and party ... go to
Coastal" would be to undennine dra tically
what education and opportunity i available
at Coastal.
Sarah, you've "done noble" and I
your point. Coa tal' reputation i on th
line if the beach continue to be the major
source of adverti ment. Co tal CarolIna
College hould be known for what it ha t
offer educationally (which" underc timated) and not becau of I location ncar
the beach. Yes, our location i luxunou,

u
p udo-relation

to

educau n.
m
Bar

I ,
Ahli n

%e CfianticCeer
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What does mankind really know? /
Since I entered college I have been
Cw10US to know why scholars teach about
the library at Alexandria and the abuses of
the church in tenns of the destruction of
documents which did not match theology,
yet stand so pat on the assumption that man
has more knowledge today than ever before.
I admit we have more materialistic technology, that is technology which is inspired by
a desire for convenience and material comfort, butdo we know more, orjustdifferently?
The Alexandrian library, and adjoining
university was flrst constructed around 323
B.C. by Ptolemy I. There were an estimated
500,000 volumes of learning in the library,
remarkable considering everything was
written by hand, and upwards of 14,000
students. It housed the worlds greatest
teachers, including Aristotle, and taught as
many disciplines as our modem colleges
teach.
The problem with this library was that
it was contained in the Persian Empire.
When the Romans under Julius Caesar were
consolidating their empire there was an "accidental" rue in 64 B.C. The fire destroyed
most of the manuscripts and research docu-

ments. The nature of an empire is to maintain control by superiority. The obvious
conclusion is that ignorance is the best friend
of the military dictatorship. Destroy the library, scatter the teachers, and inflltrate the
intellectual community with pro-government
scholars who change old documents so that
they can put their own names on the theories.
After some rebuilding and attempts to replace the lost volumes, the library was
destroyed again, intentionally, in 391 A.D.
by Theodosius I and his Catholic cronies.
The final destruction took place in 640 A.D.
by the Arab invasions.
The problem was the nature of the
theories and fonnulas. The best example is
Alchemy. Alchemy is the ancestorofchemistry, pharmacology, and other sciences.
Alchemy, in its proper use was a working of
formulas combined with the intangible force
of the mind. In essence, magic. Magic was
not then what it is today. Today most people
associate magic with parlor tricks and illusions, but that is a misconception. Nor does
magic involve any fonn of devil worship, or
demonic possessions Magic is a serious
disciplining of the mind, will, and con-
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Michael Wallick, Staff Writer

sciousness. It was a practice which sought to
direct the energies of emotion into a focused
force for the manipulation of the energy
which quantum physics says everything is
composed of.
We only use an estimated 10% of our
mind's capabilities. What about the rest?
Scientists still do not know how the pyramids in Egypt were built, but they scoff at
the idea ofa society with a greater technology
than our own in the pre-scientific world.

Do we really know
so much that we
cannot question our
know ledge?
._............~....................................;;
There are drugs used by ancient cultures that
our most advanced laboratories cannot duplicate, or make function in the same way
the ancients made them function. Ptolemy
and Aristarchus had heliocentric views of
our solar system. We say that their views

were unsubstantiated and incomplete, but
we only have what is left after centuries of
monkey business by the Roman government
and the church. The Ancient Sumerians, the
people of Abraham, had knowledge of space
flight and genetic engineering, but we laugh
because we did not-develop manned space
flight until the 1960s.
Is there a missing variable in our equations? Do we really know so much that we
can not question our knowledge? Are we so
arrogant that we must make fun of ideas
which, if proven factual, would rock the
intellectual foundations of modem society?
I believe that when the will and conscious.;
ness are properly disciplined we will be able
to manipulate the energy which inundates
everything arouqd us. This would be an
awesome power, which is the reason for the
proper discipline of the will. I love to think
about how I would heal all the sick people,
or feed the hungry li)ce Jesus did, but I
question whether I could resist the temptation to make myself a mansion, or devise
myself a television network to disseminate
my own ideas on how God wants us all to
live.

World of environmental awareness / Andrew Stonefield, Guest Writer
I am writing this article in order to
infonn the people of Coastal of what is
going on in the world of the environmentally
conscious on campus. I would [rrst like to
start with a question: Is there an active
recycling (Ooh, there's that word again. Get
used to it, I say ita lot!) program on campus?
You may say, ':No," which is typical. You
may say, "Oh sure, I've seen those little
green boxes in some offices." This is a
better response, but not quite enough.
Since I have been at Coastal, four years
now, the recycling efforts on campus have
done nothing less than improve and grow to
accommodate the need to take care of our

trash. The can recycling project in the
science building has turned into an efficient
routine. That does not mean it is an easy job.
From personal experience I know that it is
actually a J.8in in the ass and everyone
involved should be proud of themselves for
taking time out of their schedules to do it
The paper recycling efforts are also
going extremely well. One reason may be
that paper is not sticky, smelly, bee-infested,
and does not have to be picked up as often.
The one thing about paper recyeling in
comparison to can recycling, is that paper is
heavy! You may have seen the few participants lugging huge drums loaded with

copier paper across campus. If you have
seen me taking my share to the science
building, you probably think I'm either in a
bad mood or that I am experiencing ~
pain by my various facial expressions. Actually, I'm in a very good mood, but I'm
angry at the same time.
It is upsetting to think that we are at an
institution devoted to higher education and
that we forget about something as important as common sense. Is it so hard to figure
out what needs to be done? It is the liUle
things that we do from day to day that make
a difference. There are only a few people on
campus who actually take this to heart and

who are serious about making things better
for everyone.
If you haven't noticed the efforts of
these people, it is probably because their
activities are done at odd times such as
between classes, 8 a.m. before class, 6 p.m.
after lab, and sometimes on the. week~ds.
Just because you do not see the recycling
efforts, don 'tassume lherearen 'tany. Maybe
that's all I ask from you, the people on this
campus; just think. Think every time you do
something, think about what happens on the
other end, think who or what is affected by
what you've done, and think if there may be
a better way to do it

What else is going on here? / Shannon Thomas, Staff Writer
Please excuse my sophomoric viewpoints. I'm educated enough to form an
opinion on many (maybe too many) ideas,
and I think that I'm educated enough to say
I can usually form fair, unbiased beliefs.
I don't want this to be a nag-aboutCoastal-article, but rather one concerning
the student body. I've been noticing many
ridiculous things on campus lately and they
all have a common thread; most of these
problems can be fixed by the students.
I know this is a small school, but there
are a handful of people that are famous on
campus. The only reason we know their
names and faces is because they are involved.
They are the same names and faces I have
seen involved in student government, the
newspaper, Archarios, the yearbook, sports,
and clubs for the last three years.

~

These people are doing something for
themselves and their school by being involved. I, like many others in my class, am
repeating chemistry. Many of us are having

What else is going
on that we don't
know about?
difficulties in class, yet because no one will
seek help from available tutors, chemistry
tutors may not be offered next semester.
Many of us aren't even involved in our
education.
I've seen enough to know we're all
playing games here. Students don't care, so
the school doesn't care as much as it should

about students. Let's be honest here. Why
on earth does Coastal advertise with a Myrtle
Beach address? I guess Conway is not as
glamorous to people out of state. If this were
a great school, its location wouldn't matter.
Dh, by the way, in a recent pamphlet
entitled ttCampus Safety and Security," statistics were given for on-campus crime. The
pamphlet says, ttThe college's Department
of Law Enforcement and Safety, a part of the
Division of Student Affairs, also submits a
monthly crime report to the State Law Enforcement Division. Crime statistics for the
most recent report are listed below:" Following that is a chart showing a list of
crimes and a number to indicate the violationsin the years 1989, 1990, and 1991. But
guess what? These numbers do not include
cases handled on campus by the Judicial

Board. In other words, a dash on the chart
represents an undisclosed number of victims.
This is probably why they did not use zeros
on the chart.
There have been more serious crimes
reported than they would like us to believe.
Coastal wants a tuition increase and they're
using our money to distribute misleading
half truths on serious subjects. Not to mention representing victims with dashes as if
they don't count.
What else is going on that we don't
know about? Any murders on campus?
Dorms built on a toxic waste site?
The involved people on campus deserve our thanks. WithoUl them, who knows
what would be going on. Until more of us
follow their example, Coastal will deserve
the name it has made for itself.

erne Chanticfeer
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Naggair brings sma
By KRISTIN OLSEN
Advertising Manager

Don Naggair and a large cast of actors
will present the Pulitzer Prize winning play,
"Our Town" by Thorton Wilder. This will
be the second production by the Coastal
Theatre Department It promises to be an
enchanting performance inviting the audience to use their imaginations in creating an
atmosphere for the characters to come to
life.
The play offers something for everyone; "it'syery American in one way and it's
very universal in a lot of ways" director Don
Naggair explained. It's down home in a
sense that, "it takes place in a small town, a
rural town and a lot of people can relate to
that rural feeling - that small town feeling,
that knowing your neighbor kind of atmosphere ...." He also adds that "Our Town"
combines experiences and emotions shared
by all because, "it (also) relates to more
universal things. The play deals with love
and marriage and death and growing old,
and tfie frrst time you knew you were in
love."
Coastal student, Auburn Boyd, who
plays Emily Webb hopes that the play will
make the audience, "pay attention to the
people around them ...(and to) not get so
caught up in the hustle and bustle that you
don't take time to smell the flowers." She
reflects, "I feel the message of the play is
Carpe Diem-seize the day. This is life, so
Ii ve it" Another student in the play, Sculley
Muldune (Joe Stoddard) said, "As I got to
see the actors portraying their parts it became something more than just words on

paper, and it hit me really deeply-especially
the deaths. I mean wow!"
"Our Town't not only stirs emotions in
our hearts and minds, it also poses a reality
check for mankind. It was Wilder's belief
that the reason man is unhappy is not because he fails at achieving or sustaining
greatness, but because he refuses to enjoy
the beauty of just existing. David Patrick
Steams of USA Today (Dec. 7, 1988) wrote.
"The play is more than a celebration of
things ordinary and remarkable. It's a lyrical and daring manifesto on the joy of being
alive."
Similar to when Shakespeare was performed long ago with minimal props and
bare stages, "Our Town" also limits the use
of scenery so the audience must remain
active by using their imagination. Don
Naggair hopes to enlighten those who will
be seeing the play for the frrst time, and also
hopes to excite and stimulate those who are
returning to see i~ again. He has, .....enhanced the effect of the staging by adding a
lot of special sound effects...so when a character on stage pours a cup of coffee or opens
a newspaper all the sounds are there ... "
"Our Town" opens Friday, ovember
20 at 7:30 p.m. It" will run through the
weekend with perfmnances ov. 21 at 7:30
p.m. and Nov. 22 at 3:00 p.m. Admission is
$8 for general admission, $6 for students
with a valid 1.0., and for those students who
arrive a half hour before curtain, the tickets
will be $5. Don Naggair's approach to this
classic play promises to be a delight He and
the cast look forward to seeing you there in
"Our Town."

Members of the cast perform a dramatic scene from Coastal s production of ·Our Town.· (PR photo)

+t
. Myrtle Beach
S09 H y.l7

248-8181
Surfside Beacb
8]0 Hwy. J7 S.

Restaurant Row
99O(H) . Kings Hwy
.w~8700

Mynle Beach
Kings Hwy.

5221

~2A69

Mynle Beach
1706 S. Kings Hwy.
626-7~

238-8S00
Socastee

525 Dick Pond Rd.
65(r3030

Conway
2997 Hwy. 501

HELPWA TED:
$$$$, FREE TRAVEL A D
RESUME EXPERIE CE!
Individuals and student organizations wanted to promote SPRING
BREAK, call the nation's leader.

Call Inter-Campus Programs
1-800-327-60 13.

Resume/SF-171
Preparation-Review
Typing, employment consultations,
resume writing, interviewing. and job

347~

Conway
1223 16th Ave.
248-3646

search seminars.

Management and
Employment Consultants
M
Phone: 238-4289
E
Fax: 828-0627
C

HEADACHE RELIEF

IT'S TIME fOR DO I 0'5 PIZU.
TRY
PA "Z~
1 Medium Pan Pizza with
1 item &. 2 16<>z.. COKEs

A&L Towing Service
Local & Long Distance
7 Day I 24 Hour Service
"Let Us Hook You Up"
(803) 365-8623

Sinus. tension. mi~aine. and
chronic headache relief. with a
combination of Biofeedback and
Meditaiton. Money back if not
elped. Call Dr. James E. Dunn,
Aquarius Stress Counseling Center, Myrtle Beach, 626-8170.
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Conway essayist achieves critical acclaim
By SARAH LOUDIN
Editor-in-Chief

"The boredom was as thick as the heat
in Conway, South Carolina, and one learned
to relish both in the summers."
Franklin Burroughs, a Conway native
and author of two books, presented readings
from his works at Coastal Monday.
Burroughs draws many of his essays
from his childhood spent in Conway. The
first essay of his first book "Billy Watson's
Croker Sack," tells the tale of "A Snapping
Turtle in June." Burroughs beautifully ties
a story from his childhood to the experiences of his own children, wondering what
makes a child remember.
Burroughs writes in a wonderful narrative style that submerses the reader in
dreams of place that is no more. The reader

feels as if he were a young boy standing
barefoot on an unpaved road in Conway,
worrying about the fate of snapping turtles
and maybe the fate of something that he
cannot yet understand.
In spite ofB urroughs candor in describing Conway as boring, the reader almost
wishes he could live in rural South Carolina
of the 50s. Burroughs Conway is not so
much boring as thought provoking. A boy
lying on the floor in front of a fan on a hot
summer day seems only to be killing time in
1992, but when Burroughs writes about it,
that same boy seems to be lost in imaginings
that will eventually lead him to a discovery
beyond the comprehension of today's man.
Burroughs' writing is fdled with mystery and cool depths that the reader cannot
wait to plunge into.

Coastal's own Charles Joyner
read "A Snapping Turtle in June"
when it was originally publis.ped
in "The Georgia Review" and says
that "it really knocked me out."
Joyner goes on to say "He is an
essayist of the quality of Emerson
and Thoreau."
"Bill y Watson's Croker Sack"
was an editor's choice for The Book
of the Month Club. One of the
book's essays was published in
"Best American Essays for 1989"
and two other essays in the book
were given honorable mentions.
Burroughs' second book,
"Horry and Waccamaw," was
published in 1992.

Franklin Burroughs

Four professors form Great Mongoose Band
By JENNIFER HYLAND
and EMMA PEARCE
Though it's not unusual for bands to
form on a college campus, the Great Mongoose Band does not fit the description of
the typical college band. With a guitarist
who skipped visiting Moliere's grave in
favor of going to Jim Morrison's, a
keyboardist whose heroes are Van Morrison
and Roy Orbison, a drummer who went
through the 70's without smoking anything
illegal, and a lead guitarist that learned to
play the guitar from an old blues man in
Atlanta, this band's members are certainly
different One fact that makes the Great
Mongoose Band even more unique is that
four of the five band members have Ph. D's
and teach at Coastal.
Dr. Steve Hamelman, Dr. Steve Nagle,
Dr. Brian Nance, Dr. Paul Rice, and Faron
Johnson make up the Great Mongoose Band.
About that name?
"It was not my idea," was how
Hamelman began, when asked to explain
the band's name.
The name was an "accident" according
to Nance, "Actually we almost broke up
because we couldn't fmd a name. We were
reall y frustrated late one nigh t and were kind
of moving around in the practice room. The
speakers that we had bought had G .M.B. on
it because we had bought them from the
George McCorkel Band. Our bass player
Faron Johnson said about 25 obscene words
and said, 'We already have G.M.B. on the
speakers so why don't we call ourselves the
Great Mongoose Band?' It stuck."
The band got together last Christmas
when Rice and Nagle started talking about
the idea. Though most of the members were
excited about the idea of starting a band,
Nagle admits he had his doubts at first.
"People who knew me well said 'I
thought you weren't going to do that again"
N?gle comments. "I wasn't excited about

getting back into a band, but Paul Rice is a
very insistent person. He got me in a comer
and I just couldn't get away without saying
yes."
It was Nagle, who teaches linguistics,
who made the pilgrimage to Paris to visit
Jim Morrison's grave. Nagle, who has been
playing the guitar for over 20 years, started
learning to play because, "It just seemed to

"One fact that makes
the Great Mongoose Band
even more unique is that
four of the five band
members have Ph.D's and
teach at Coastal."
be the cool thing to do at the time." He says
he was influenced musically mostly by the
English Invasion in the early 60's, while
Eric Clapton and Leslie West were main
influences on guitar. Nagle says he enjoys
listening to the music he grew up to, but
refuses to be one those people who always
talk about the "good old days." He adds,
"That's the main reason I don't listen to Led
Zepplin, they were the Elvis of the hippie
fans."
Nance has been playing the guitar and
keyboard off and on since the sixth grade.
When the Great Mongoose Band, fonnerly
called "Cheap Help," played at the Spring
Arts Festival last April before an audience
comprised mostly of peers and students,
Nance remembers, "The students were kind
of amazed that someone who lectured as
hard as I did would be in a band. As far as
the faculty, they were really excited and
wanted to see us." Nance names U2 as his
favorite modem musical group, calling them
"intense and incredible."

When asked about the 1970s,
Hamelman says flatly, "No, I never took a
drug. It was just rock-n-roll with me."
Hamelman, who has been playing the drums
since the fourth grade, says he's been influenced musically by everyone from Mozart
to Matthew Sweet. The fIrst day he arrived
in South Carolina, he contacted Rice about
the possibility of fonning a band. "I've
always played in more general business
bands, but these guys (in G.M.B.) write
songs that are fIrst rate," says Hamelman.
Rice moved from the fann to the city to
go to college in Atlanta, and met a man
named Buddy Moss who Rice says taught
him how to "feel music" as well as play the
g~itar. Rice has been playing for over 20
years and he is the lead electric guitaris~ for
G.M.B. Commenting on his student's reactions, Rice says, "Some of the students
didn't know me. They don't think there are
guitar players out there in their 60' s who can
still burn. It never occurs to them."
The Great Mongoose Band plays a wide

range of music including blues, country,
rock-n-roll,and"PinkFloydkindofmusic."
Three of the members: Nance, Rice, and
Nagle write their own songs.
"Paul writes great Southern rock-n-roll.
Brian likes more of a soul kind of bass, a Van
Morrison thing. Nagle is a blues man,"
remarks Hamelman.
The band also plays covers, but they
rearrange the songs to better fit the personality of the band.
"With most covers we try to change up
so they don't sound how they did on records.
We play one song that sounds like the Beatles,
one sounds like z:z Top, and the next one
will sound like a straight bl ues song," relates
Rice.
Rice states that the biggest problem
facing the band is fmding a time when
everyone can get together to practice.
When will the band next play?
"Our next gig is unknown at this point
We will probably play another gig at Standing
Room Only. We're looking for work."

Socastee Bicycle & Sport
"Your Family Bicycle Store"

* Large selection of accessories
& parts
* Over 75 fully assembled bicycles
in stock ready to go
* Complete shop service
* REPAIRS on all makes

Sales

* SerVice * Repairs
293-3115

- Baseball Cards -

4405 Socastee Blvd. (707)
Socastee Plaza
Opposite Bridge Creek
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Weible brings message
of Medjugorje to Coastal
By SARAH LOUDIN
Editor-in-Chief

Six young people in a remote mountain
village in central Yugoslavia claim that the
Virgin Mary appeared to them. In Lhe decade since, more than 15 million people
have traveled to that hillside where she
allegedly appears daily.
Journalist Wayne Weible, owner offour
newspapers and a Protestant by faith, decided to find out more about this "miracle."
. Weible had heard of the miracle in
Medjugorje and wished to write an article
about it. While viewing a videocas eue for
research he "suddenly felt a strong message
within my heart that not only was I to write
about these events, but I was to devote my
life to the spreading of its basic mes age of
reconciliation with God."
Weible came to his realization in 1985,
in 1986 he traveled to Yugoslavia to witne s
the apparition himself. Less than a year later
he sold his four newspaper and committed
himself to spreading the message of
Medjugorje.
In order to share his experience, Weible
wrote a series of articles that he has since
compiled in a small tabloid litled "Miracle
of Mcdjugorje." Weible had no intentions

of di tributing the collection. "My intentions were to make Lhem available when
giving talks on Medjugorje, to church and
civic groups in and near my home town.
They were never intended to go beyond thaL
Incredibly, we began getting requests from
all over the country and later from around
the world."
"Miracle at ~1edjugorje" ha since
reached 25 million copies distributed. Orders come in wiLh an average of 20 ,000 ea h
week. The tabloid has also been tran lated
into seven language .
Priorto ovemberofl991, Weible had
made 17 trips to Yugoslavia where he has
becomec1osclyacquainted with many of the
local visionaries. He now devotes all of his
time to writing and lecturing about
Medjugprje. He has written two boo
concerning hi experiences, "Medjugorje:
The Me sa·ge," which is an international
best seller and "Letters From Medjugorje"
released in June 1991.
Weible·will present his experiences at
Coastal Tuesday, ovember 17 at7 p.m. in
the Continuing Education Building, Room
009. He is spOnsored by the euman Club,
a campus Catholic student organization.

H orry Cultural
o ember 10: MIDDAY CI ffi A:
"IS THE
EATHER CH
GI G? ·"
Broo green Gard ns, Edu tion C nter;
12:15 p.m.; free ith admi ion to Lh
gardens; call 237-421 .
o embe!" 12-15: DICKE'S
AL CHRIST 1AS SHO ; 1yrlle
Beach Convention Center: Fe ti al 0
Trees, Fe tival of 'orld. ans and rafts,
exhibi , food and entertainment; Thur day, 1-9 p.m: Friday and Saturday 10
a.m. - 9 p.m.; Sunday 1 -6 p.m: for ticket
information call 4 -94 .

o em r 15: CHARLIECHAPLI
FILM FESTIVAL- Br
green Gard n •
Education Center il nt film
tarring
Charlie Chaplin; 2 p.m. free ith dmision to the Garden ; 237-421 .
ovember 17: lIDDA C
A:
"THE THAMES;" Broo green Gardens,
Educauon Center; 12:15 p.m.; free with
admission to the garden; call 237-421 .

WIth admi
421 .

ovember 21 &25;
GARDE
WALKS AND TALKS: 'OUT OF AF-

FESTIVAL; Myrtle Bea h

Tylenol Brand Scholarship Fund will
award ten $10,000 scholarships and five
hundred $1000 scholarships. Each scholarship will be awarded to a student based on
leadership demonstrated in academics.
school activities, and/or community activites.
Applications can be picked up at participating retailers. Applications must be
postmarked no later than ovember 15,
1992.

American Cancer Society will be set up all
day in the Overflow area on ovember 19
for your convenience.•

Overeaters anonymous

The 1993-1994 General Academic
Scholarship Application for Coastal in now
available in the Office of Scholarships and
Financial Aid. Deadline for applying is
February 1, 1993.

Overeaters Anonymous is a fellowship
of men and women who come together to
share their strength and experience in order
to help solve a common problem---<ompulsive overeating. This is an established 12step program of recovery that is available to
anyone.
There are several meetings in this area.
One is close to campus at Coastal Carolina
Hospital and meets each Wednesday form 7
to 8 p.m. They are particularly interested in
encouraging young people to attend.
Formoreinformation,checkwith Vicki
at extension 2340. Room 206 SC, or call OA
information directly at 946-1904.

American Smokeout

Aquatic classes offered

Everybody knows they should not
smoke cigarettes and that it is bad for them.
But nobody gives them really good advice
pn HOW to quit ... until now.
On Thursday, November 9, in Rut n
205 of the Student Center at I p.m., 11m
Locbs will talk about how Neurolinguistic
Programming (NLP) can assist you in really
quitting this time. It's free and open to
everyone and will only last 30 minutes. So
please attend or send someone you love.
A table with information from the

The Department of Health. Physical
Education. and Recreation is pleased to announce that aquatic classes are being offered for Spring 1993. Jody Davis has been
hired as Aquatics Instructor.
CPED 181 ,Lifeguard Training, enables
students to become certified through the
American Red Cross in Lifeguard Training,
Adult CPR, and Standard First Aid
CPED, 180. Advanced Swimming. i
available for swimmer at an advanced level
of swimming ability.

General scholarship
applications available

ovember26-2 : S.C.BLUEG
Center; call (404) 64-3721.

Campus event a
Tylenol Scholarships

PIA

ace

e

CPED, 182, Water Safety Instructor
Training, is designed LO certify the student
as an American Red Cross Water Safety
Instructor.
Mr. Davis received his Master's degree
in Physical Education from the Citadel and
is a graduate of Coastal. He has 11 years of
swimming instruction and is a certified water
safety instructor, as well as lifeguard training instructor.
Students may register for these classes
through the Registrar's Office.

Carolina Adventure Club
Are you tired of weekends spent monitoring the rise and fall of the quag? Do you
waste monstrous amounts of ~aluable time
"cracking down," but never actually crac a
book? Are you bored with watching reruns
of the pinnacle of American popularculture;
Ren and Stimpy? Are you tired of the same
old same old? Are you looking for a little
adventure? Docs thi sound like an ad for

something that cost 19.951 If you answered ye to any of &he abo queslLiOns,
then you need to join th ne I or anized
(drum roll, hushed anticipation) Carolina
Adventure Club.
So may you're not e actl Grizzl
Adams. You don't have (a I t n t
regularly)withaBo ieKnife,you
dn',
be caught dead in a coon . n hat, and 0
have never been a Girl Scou Bo Scou or
have even bought th c
. . It d n1t
matter. The only pre-requi ite for th clu
i a burning desire to have fun.
The club will be tiv in a mulutu of
outdoor activities ranging from campn
trips to rollerblading. The next meeun III
be held on Wednesday ovember 11,
p.m. in Annex I (one of the mall uilding next to the intramural field. Th c1u
welcomes all faculty. tuden and fri
If you are unable to attend th meetin , and
would Ii e more inforrnati n conta I
Malloch at 349-2 3 .

2na YlnnuaC 5lLI'DS .9Lwar:eness Vay
9[pvem6er 19
In front of tlU Li6rary
Sponsorea 6y tlie socwfogy C{u6

"(jet tlie ~acts

II
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Question Of The Week
What will become of the cast of Beverly Hills 90210 after their graduation?

"It's obvious that they will turn
into a Melrose Place 2. tt
- Pleshette Greggs

"They're all going to graduate
and go to Coastal Carolina, and
Aaron Spelling is gonna start a
new show: Coastal Carolina at
Conway 29526. It
- Bryan Sayer

It

They will become meaningless
members of a society that is
already pregnant with such
cheesiness. It
- Shannon Templin

"They are all going to live together in a big huge apartment. It
- Jen Kouzis

The previous statements are those of the students of Coastal and not of the staff of the Chanticleer. Interviews are by Angie Simmononis.

Has YOUR CLUB had
its picture taken for the
Yearbook?
Bay Village
365-1501

University Plaza
347-7501

College discount, 10% off regular menu price with student I.D.

,---------1 ,---------1
Buy Two

IAny Footlong Sub I I
I

the p~rchase of a
I Wi~
medium drink. One

Icou~ per person,

$ 1 0 ff

I
I
I
I

lper VlSIL

_coupon-expires
_ _ _ _ _May
__
_ I
ILWith
31,1993
~

r:---------I

Buy a Sub & 22 oz Drink, I
lGet Another Sub For Only I
Get a regular footlong sub for only
cenIJI ",hen you purchue another
footlonc .ub of equal or arealer value

I 99

I~all~~~

I

99

~
~

I

I
I

~i~coupon~x.£ires MaYl},19~

IFoot Long Subs &

:I

I
Get One I

mEE

Deadline for pictures is
No'vember 16, 1992.
No remakes will be taken
after this date.

:I

~ith ~u~.:.:xpires May~, 19921

[Any Regular6" - i
ISub For Just
I ~ :';:ytia~5a~:::c:ngular
I free fut1m.
6" sub packed ... ith your favor lie

••••••••••

I

$1 99 II

..........

'

•

I
~ith ~pon~xpircs May l!,199~

I'or more details, or to sign your club for an appointment,
contact Brandy at 2332
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o ember 0

the wor{c{
By SARAH LOUDIN
Editor-In-Chief

I suppose most of you are aware that we
elected a new president last Tuesday. I had
heard rumors of it, but gave them litLle
credence. I did not stay up half the night
waiting to see who would be leading our
nation into whatever it's being led into.
Wednesday morning I did not tum on
the television to see who would be the next
glorious leader to be accused of doing everything wrong in four years. In the car on
the way to school I suddenly came to a deep
realization. If an alien beamed into the car
on· Highway 501, I wouldn't know who to
send him to. So you see, it's important to
keep up with the pre idential election. ext
time you vote, you might even vote according to who you think aliens would best react
to. I suspect this time it would have been
Perol, he's the only one who really believe

OJpresUfents and emergency e~ts
aliens exist. He also thinks they're watch- me. It said "This seat hac ha limited break
over due to emergency exit. Please do not
ing him.
Recently, I flew in an , . - - - - - - - - - - _ force." Fine, but shouldn-t
airplane. Really. I was in
they really be telling the
person who i in that scat?
the center seat behind the
Why are they telling th
row with the emergency
people behind the
t in
exit in it Some might find
this comforting. me, I don't
question? [gue lh y're
afraid (hat the guy in the scat
realJy want to know that we
might need an emergency
will as th per n behind
exit. I like to fly unconhim to give his chaIr a yan
so th t it ill recline all th
scious if pos ible.
Anyway,aslwa des'ay.
perately eeking omething
I don't kno , but It'
to distract me from the fact
right up there on th
al 0
that I was entirely too far from the green, logic ith seat cu hion that n b u cd a a
grassy Earth, [ happened to notice a sign flotation device on a flight between Tenn
on the ba~k of the window seat in front of and Omaha.

Underground record rev·e I Da
Well, iCs been a while, but it's time
again for more reviews of underground stuff
you'll probably never ever find in a Record
Ban or Scam Goody. I had hoped to do a
regular record review column, but sorry
folks-I'm way too poor to buy all the
records and CDs that I'd like to review. On
the other hand, if some charitable soul were
to give me enough cash every month so that
I could ... no, I didn't think so. Well, once
or twice a semester will have to do.
411fFOUR.ONE.ONE)-Say It (7")-Side
A is a strong hardcore tune with plenty of
time changes, heavy riffs, and melody!
Powerful stuff. The flip side is "Those
Homophobic," a cut from the This Isn't Me
LP, al~ough it's a different recording here.
Red vinyl, too. (Cargo)
BAD RELIGION-Against the Grain (LP~
Another great record from Mr. Brett and
crew. Great hardcore with a punk attitude.
What else can I say about these guys that
hasn't already been said? Buy their records
or at least tape someone else's copies and
enjoy this powerful and all-around fun band.
(Epitaph)
THE BLANKS-Blanks '77 (Demo Cass.)Poor sound quality, but what do you expect
from a demo? The music makes up for it
though, as they do a pleasing kind of early
punk-great rhythm! "Jehovah's Witness"
stands out, as well as "Spirit of '77."
(Greentree Tapes)
CHICANO·CHRIST -"Chicano-Christ"
(7" EP)-This is a classic. Really good
hardcore, which at times borders on crustcore. Funny-as-hell lyrics about pelhos
(farts), dirty underwear, eating hot salsa,
andJ esus being a valO, which I assume means
'dude'-it's kind of hard to tell if lhey're
joking about religion or being serious. In
any event, this is great stuff. (Nemesis)
CITIZEN FISH-Trapped Souls In A Free
Environment (LP)-I saw these guys a year
and a half ago, and this LP lives up to their

live show which was one of the best I've
seen. Self-described as mutant sica-punk,
they play it slow- to mid-tempo, with the
kind of guitar work that will have you
skankin' around your room. (Bluurg)
CITIZEN FlSH-Wider Than a Po tcard
(CD}-Wow! This is more diverse than
"Trapped Souls" but just as, if not more,
catchy. Even though there's a lot more to
this disc than Dick (vocals) and Trotsky
(drums) having been in SUBHUMANS,
they capture the same intensity and energy present on many of that band's
records. This is a defmate must-buy for
anyone who is considered a punk. (Bluurg)
DOWN BY LAW-nOown By
Law"(LP}-It took a few listens to get
into this one. othing spectacular-decent, melodic 'emo-core,' alaCRINGER
and 411. The lyrics border on the personal/emotional stuff that's coming out
of California by the loads. ot a bad
record; certainly worth checking out.
(Epitaph)
FUGAZI-Steady Dietof othing(CD)FUGAZI is one of the best bands around.
They play honest, intelligent, rhythmic.
and fmely structured music which is hard
to catagorize. They epitomize the band
who has learned to play their instruments,
but still retain the "soul" that is so much a
part of punk. After a few listens, this one
gets in your head and won't leave you
alone. Buy this! (Dischord)
IELLO 8IAFRA-l Blow Minds For A
Living (2Cass.}-More of lello's spoken-word Sluff. I especially liked me
pieces "Lost Orgasmu-the one about
sexualilY and repression-and "Grow
More Pot." Interesting stuff, as alway.
(Alternative Tentacles)
IUDGE-Revelation Can Suck It
(lO"EP)-A re-issue of a record that
Revelation Records originally pres ed
only 100 copies of, in order to cash in on
the current collector-nerd trend. The in-

id

. Schulz Sta

serts to this one tell the tale. The mu i · not
bad, but not terribly catchy; pretty run 0' the
mill He, to me. (Revoltation)
LAJm.- The Last Temptation of Reid (LP)Fun! Hilarious! lelIo on vocals. member 0
M1NISTR Y, and one other guy get together to
play some really memorable hardcore indu trial music. "Can God Pull Teeth. "is a clas i
a well as "Drug Raid at 4 AM." Tight and
powerful. Buy Thi ! (Alternative 'Pentacles
NOMEANSNO wlJELLO BIAFRA-Th
Sky Is Falling and I Want My Mommy (LP)Wow! This is really good stuff. Some ofthi
stuff is written (most of it co-wriuen} by JeIlo,
fan, as I am, then you'll
and if you're a
be interested in how they playa different style
of music. "Jesus Was a Terrorist" and ''We're
Bad" were hilarious. (Alternative Tentacles)
PRIMUS-Sailing the Seas of Cheese (CD)I've heard a lot of shit over this one, as it'
funk-punk/metal, and we know how trendy
that sub-genre has become. However, these
guys play some really original and fun music;
brilliant bass-lines, precision drumming, and
twisted lyrics. It's not for everyone. but it'
well worth a spin. (Interscope)
REVOLTING COCKS- Beers. Steer &
Queers (CD)-Brilliant industrial! This' a
MINISTR Y side project, although the styl i
different The title trac i hilariou and' Get
Down" is absolutely hypnotic. Find th' on
and enjoy. (Wax Trax)
RORSCHACH-Remain Sedate (LP)- ery
interesting speed-core with a ting of metal.
The slower, grinding part nicely off t tll
blistering speed of mo t ng. Lyricall y, they
tend 10 jump around bet cen insanity, pain,
anti-religion, and uch. A rcal1y good reI
However, the cover 100 all too real--th
front depicts a woman in a hospital ro in «
habby brick room, standing on a chair; th
hadows ob cure what h r hand ar do in
stretched above her head. On the hac ov r,
the woman i ho n dangling from a ro With
tbechairhavingbcen nockcdoutfromund rneath her. . . . ermiform)
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A day in the life of a beauty queen: Miss C'oastal
By EMMA PEARCE
Assistant Editor

"Life's not a dress rehearsal. Get out
there and enjoy it." Anon.
If that is not the quote for the Miss
Coastal pageant, I don't know what is. I
walked into this pageant as the assistant
editor of the Chanticleer, I walked out of the
pageant as the assistant editor of the Chanticleer with an experience in the beauty
world. Carpe Diem (Seize the day) was my
reason for entering this contest, but those
dress rehearsals were pretty tiring.
I have always wondered about beauty
contests. How can a panel of people judge
beauty? Isn't beauty in the eyes of the
beholder? Do the contestants actually tape
up body parts to increase their chance of
winning? Are any of the contestants smart?
Yes, I had the stereotype of pageants down
to a fine art. I thought I would see what these
pageants were about. In high school only
the "in crowd" entered the pageants and, of
course, won. But I do not regret that, because
now they had to compete with me.

I believe I
portray the
psycho in "The
Hand That
Rocks The
Cradle."
My grandmother used to tell me "It
hurts to be beautiful!" She must have been
in a beauty pageant when she was younger.
The mental strain was enough, let alone the
pressure of buying the perfect dress, outfits,
and answering the dreaded questions without sounding like a total airhead, tripping

over my own feet on the stage during the
dance number, forgetting my lines. stage
fright, and of course. last but not least,
maybe actually winning the contest. Yeah
right!
I had to have my picture taken for the
program. I do not usually wear make-up, so
when people saw me on campus wearing it,
I told them that I was in the Miss Coastal
Pageant with Buffy, Tootsie, and Mimi. I do
not intend to make fun of other participants
because I know of all the hard work they put
into it, but I do not see how people could do
this professionally. Is there a hidden bonus
to being a college beauty queen? Does it
look good on a resume when you are applying
for your dream job? To my surprise, the
judges award a trophy for looking pretty in
a picture. I guess it's hard to look great on
film.
The talent area was a big laugh! I spent
an afternoon trying to tell myself that I have
a talent besides typing and screaming. I
decided that I could act. I do not mean to
offend any of the actors or actresses at
Coastal by picking that talent. I performed
a scene from Macbeth written by William
Shakespeare. I believe I portrayed Lady
Macbeth closer to real life than any other
character I could think ofexcept maybe the
psycho in "The Hand That Rocks The
Cradle." The costume was a little hard to
find. I thought of wearing a costume from
the theatre productions, but then I decided to
wear a nightgown. What a sight!
I had to have a coach. I have never had
a coach before. I thought coaches were for
athletic games. or giving birth. but never a
beauty pageant The first thing that came to
my mind was someone telling me "You are
perfect. noone looks better than you do. you
are a star. Ed McMahon wants you to be a
model on Star Search," but the bubble broke
and it was just my imagination. I still do not
know what a coach in a beauty pageant is
for, can someone tell me?
I had to have a total of five outfits for the
pageant I did the sensible thing in collecting
these outfits: reusing, borrowing. and

stealing! I reused my prom
dress from my senior prom for
the formal event. I borrowed
a night gown for the talent
event I stole two nice dresses
from my mom, who does not _.
know where they went to this
very day. Yes, I know this
leaves me one outfit short, but
in the middle of the winter
season you cannot find a red,
white, and blue outfit easily,
so I made my outfit with
fmgerpaints and material. I
love my "crafty" friends and
their ideas.
The dance routine was
very frightening. I cannot
dance and never tried to dance.
Have you ever seen an elephant
in a circus try to dance?
Enough said! The director of
the pageant decided not to include a dance in the program.
My prayers were answered.
The evening gown portion
of the show worried the majorityofthecontestants. Some Emma Pearce, assistant editor turned beauty
of the girls knew how to turn queen contestant, is resplendant in her make-up
perfectly, while others walked and begged, borrowed, or stolen clothing.
up and down the stage trying
to turn. I was the one who walked around pageant, but I had a cold that was putting my
and around, but the turns just didn't work. health in jeopardy. Because of my illness I
So I decided to practice my talent Shelby was unable to participate in the pageant,
Riddle, Miss Coastal 1991-1992. taught us although I did drag my hacking, coughing
how to walk correctly. I never thought so self to Wheelwright to see who would win
much effort went into walking and smiling and have all of their dreams come ture.
at the same time. Shelby helped all the
If you did not go to the Miss Coastal
participants, especially me. She showed me pageant because: pageants are degrading to
how to stand with the perfect stance, and women; you could not stand seeing "air
how to keep that stance when I turned for the heads" in formal dresses; you didn't have a
judges.
valid 1.0. and couldn't afford the two dollar
I knew that Miss Coastal was not just a difference; you needed to watch reruns of
American Girl." This girl is to portray the you needed to do your term paper that was
qualities of being well spoken, an active' due yesterday it serves you right. because
part of the community, determined, and you missed a good time and a great laugh! I
would like to say congrats to Miss Coastal
must also have a positive outlook on life.
I spent many long hours working on the 1992-1993 Wendy Hall.

Peter Pan's rights of Autumn /
I am 21 years old and I've noticed that
people who are my age and a bit older miss
the point of our country's holidays. in this
case Halloween. I'm not saying we should
go out Trick-or-Treating, though some of us
did, and I'm not suggesting going out and
getting hammered at some cheesy nightclub
dressed like idiots, though some of us did. I
think that we have an obligation to the
holiday.
Halloween has always been a great day
for me and one that I've always looked
forward to. I love the whole idea of giving
out candy, dressing up as something or
someone else and trying to scare other people
who are dressed up as something or someone else in hopes that they will give up their

candy in fright.
Carving pumpkins is also a fme tradition. It's messy, sticky, and if you think
about it, kind of violent J carved a pumpkin
this year. but I wasn't too impressed with the
job J did Still. it was a carved pumpkin, and
after the weekend was over it had grown an
interesting pattern of white hairlike mold
inside. So I spoke in praise of the Almighty
Pumpkin Spirits and cast it forth into the
abyss. (My friend Sean threw it out the car
window on a dirt road).
A more recent Halloween tradition of
mine is hooking up a campus club for
"Halloween for the Handicapped." This
year I did it with the Biology Club. the only
club or organization from Coastal to spon-

AndrewStonefield-GuestWriter

sor a room. We spent the day dressed up in with an over-sized meat cleaver. I also got
costumes giving out candy to children who the opportunity to jump out from gravecannOt go Trick-or-Treating. Sound like a stones.spazoutonthefloor.andgrabpeoples
great idea? Good, then I'll see you next year. ankles as they carefully walked by. Luckily.
Friday night I ended up at a little place none of those cowboys boots made contact
in MlL'Tell's Inlet drinking something called or I would not be faking my fit of agony.
a "Red Zorn bie." wearing a pare of women's
Although I loved Halloween growing
XL tights and having sword fights with a up. I think I love it more now. I've realized
pirate. Needless to say I had a blast
that it isjustas amusing to be the man behind
Saturday night. Halloween, some the mask as it is being the scared little kid.
friends and I joined with the Haunted House . It's our turn to give back to the holiday
sponsored by M.E.N.C. in the Little Theater - everything that it has given us. Don't waste
on campus. We pressed up as spooky, the night away d~ing something useless, or
creepy crawly things and spent the night something that is supposed to be fun but is
yelling. grunting. screaming, and above all really boring. Get involved! It is the people
laughing. My job was to be a ghoul-type who take time to do things that make it all
creature and cut my girlfriend into pieces happen.
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Schultz, Hefner repre e

C

By BOB CLOUD
Guest Writer

Coastal cross country runner Kristen
Schultz captured the 1992 Big South Conference individual championship Saturday
in Baltimore, Maryland and was named Big
South Conference runner of the year.
Schultz, a senior from South Lyon,
Michigan, beat Urlene Dick of Liberty
University to take the honor. Coastal's Kim
Hefner finished fifth to earn a spot in the
NCAA Regionals November 14 at Furman
University along with Schultz.
."I'm very proud of Kristen," Coastal

Coach Alan Connie said. "She ran a great
race at the conference championships. She
ran with courage and confidence. She
grabbed the lead at the start and widened it
throughout the race.
"She's had a goal since last year (after
finishing third at the championships) to win
the Big South Championships, and she was
not going to be denied.
The squad finished third in the team
championship chase out of ten teams. They
were two points out of second place and
only six points behind first place Liberty.
It

Men's cross-co

t

By JASON BREED

NCAA Division 1 All American while at the
U.S. Air Force Academy, said that the team
Coastal's men's cross country tea,mgave ~ '"" was actually aiming at fIrSt or second. "Eva Halloween surprise to quite a fewcoaches ery year we go into the championship rated
and teams at the Big South Cross Country verylow;andalmosteveryyearwefirtishin
Championship in Baltimore. Maryland. the top thr~. Since there is no seeding or
Rated ninth going into the championship. regular season champion, we train through
Coastal finished in third place ahead of most of our meets and then peak at the Big
Radford, Campbell, Charleston Southern, South Championship. Almost all the other
UNC-Asheville, Towson State, UNC- teams have Peaked weeks before that, and
Greensboro, and Winthrop. Only the over- are very vulnerable to a razor sharp and
whelming favorite, Liberty, and the host hungry team fil)ally allowed to rest before a
school. University of Maryland at Balti- race ... one which happens to be the biggest"
more, were able to edge ahead of Coastal's
"I am very pleased that only Liberty, a
men.
very strong and talented team. and the host
Coastal's men's coach, Jim Koster, an school, UMBC, who had the extreme adSports Editor

''I'm very pleased," said Connie. "Both
girls will be very compcti ti ve in the regionals.
We're happy to be reprc cnted by these two
fIne runners."
Schultz, a transfer from Lansing Community College in Michigan, has po ted
Coastal's best times in each race she' has
participated in this season, including a conference fastest 18:54 in the 5000 meters
(cross country length). She has been the Big
South's top-ranked runner throughout the
fall campaign. At Lansing. Schultz was a
two-time Junior College All-America in

trac and field, as well
a h I record
holder in me 1500. She a a four-tim AllState selection in high hoo!.
Hefner, a fre hman from Hic ory
Grove, SC, joins Schultz an AIl-Conference selection for 1992. She w a two-tim
state track champion at Yo ' High Sch I
in addition to being a South Carolin ta
Cross Country Champion.
"Kim had a great fre hman
said Connie. uSh improved with every
race. She was a very focu ed and determined runner. She'll definitely be a theca to
win the Big South in the future."

a
vantage of training and racing on their own
hilly home course all season, could fmish
ahead of our men. Our entire team will be
back next year since we have no seniors, and
it should be another exciting one."
All Conference runner junior Chri
Hogan (Utica, Y) and freshman Mar
ewel (Belville, Ontario, Canada) will return and be top threats to the individual title.
Freshman Dave Ernst (point Pleasant, J)
and junior Denny Keams (McLeansville,
C) will be contending for All Conference
honors, with freshman Chris Olson
(Spartanburg, SC) and sophomore Mat
Rogers (Rock Hill, SC) rounding out the
strong top six. Completing tHe acti ve squad
are Hamilton Tilley (Myrtle Beach, SC) and

William Hankins (1artin ille. A).
Hoping to make a dent in the toughe
regional race in the country ill be Co tal'
Chris Hogan on ovembcr 14. Out of 72
teams only thrcc, along ith the top three
individual 0 erall, qualif for thi
e to
the CAA Divi ion 1 Champion hip in
Indiana. Coach Ko ter . d. "Hogan i a
tough competitive runner who ha l.h
champion's mind. Though we laid him 0
numerou Lime for injurie ~ and bronchial
problem , he i fa t coming into ~ ng
condiLionno .Ifheg him lfpo itJ. ned
out front early in the race and thin ' po itive,Ibclieveheh what it e lOrnn 'th
the be t He h me runner' dream and
has the will to achi cit"

Welcome to Coach's Corner
By NUNO PITEIRA
Guest Writer

This is Nuno Piteira, the assistant
soccer coach, at Coastal and I want to
share some of my thoughts as not only a
coach, but as part of the community at
Coastal. As you all know, another season
of Division I soccer is fast coming to an
end, but there was some 'ling missing this
year; growth.
During the 1970's and the early to mid
80's, soccer at the Division I collegiate
level experienced a period of massive expansion. Recently, the number of schools
sponsoring varsity soccer has leveled off.
Unless you have been hibernating,
you know that the World Cup of Soccer is
coming to the United States in 1994. This
competition is the world's number one
sporting event far swpassing the Olympics. World Cup 94 is the name of the
organization responsible for bringing the
event to the U.S. Officials from this group
like to boast about how soccer is sweeping
the nation and how they will leverage the
world's greatest sporting event for greater
development and understanding of the
game across the country.
The World Cup is coming to the states
of Florida, Texas, and Illinois - all of
which are primary soccer hotbeds - but
guess what? The major state universities

in each one of these states still do not have
varsity soccer programs. A prime example, the University of Southern California is located in the organizing
committee's very own backyard. but soccer still remains only a club sport there.
To sum up my feelings of all of this in
a sentence, I feel that if the World Cup
organizers want to leave a legacy, they
should really begin by tackling the problem where it starts; at the college level. If
they want to promote the goodwill of soccer
in the U.S. then they should try to get all
of the major colleges and universities who
don't have a program and help them get
one started.
Oh! Yes, before I forget, with basketball season just around the comer let me
make my early predictions. The Chicago
Bulls will three-peat and so will the Blue
Devils of Duke. This will be the year
Stacey King asserts himself and Grant Hill
becomes the college Player-of-the-Year.
Remember you heard it here fIrst!
On a [mal note, on behalf of everyone
invol ved with our soccer team I would like
to thank all the faculty, students, and staff
that have supported us all season long. It's
been a tough one, but you have helped in
making it the most exciting season ever for
us.

A national iniative de igned to introduce tudent to

co
Saturday, ovember 14, 1992
9:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
Meet in front of the Student Center at 8:30 a.m.

FREE OOD with Participation!
Transportation provided.

For more information, plea e contact
Paula Sebastian at Ext. 2337

or
Kim Grant Mitchell at Ext. 2301
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Soccer team loses five seniors to graduation
By JOHN GILBERT
Assistant Sports Editor

Putting a big dent in the soccer program
next year is the departure of five seniors
whose presence will be missed both on and
off the field. These players led Coastal to
one of its greatest seasons ever and an impressive 15-2 record against a formidable
schedule of soccer giants that would match
up with the toughest in the nation.
Mauricio Araya, a forward from
Toron''), Canada, has played in 53 matches
during his four year career as a Chanticleer.
The Canadian has scored 16 goals and recorded ten assists for a total of 42 points. He
was a member of the 1990 Big South AllTournament team. Rico, as he is known to
his teammates, will graduate in May with a
bachelors degree in Biology.

Shane Cashion is a midfielder from
St. Louis, Missouri who transferred to
Coastal in 1990 after playing his sophomore
season at McKendree College. Shane earned
recognition as a Parade AIJ:.American during his prep career at Bishop DeB erg High
School in St.Louis. Hehasseenaction in 25
matches as a Chanticleer, 24 of those appearances as a starter. Shane has handled
comer kicks for the Chants and has assisted
in four goals during his career. He will
leave Conway this May with a degree in
Political Science.
Guy Norcott, a back from Liverpool,
England, has been a four-year starter for the
Chants. Guy has served as the team captain
since his sophomore year. He has started 70
matches during his four year career. He has
collected seven assists and scored ten goals
all playing defense. He has been named the
Most Valuable Player in two different tour-

Schmitt named conference
Player-of-the-Year 1992

Davor Seric, a forward from Split,
Croatia appeared in 71 matches as a Chanticleer. Seric entered his final home match
occupying the number seven spot on
Coastal' s All-Time scoring list with 79 points,
just two shy of the number six slot He's
scored 34 goals as a Chant and has been

credited with 11 assists. Davor was a Big
South All-Tournament. selection in 1990,
and awarded the Coastal Carolina Most
Valuable Player Award in 1991.
Rob Williams, a midfielder ' from
Somerset, England, is Coastal's captain for
the second straight season. He was the 1990
Big South Conference Tournament's Most
Valuable Player. He started in 53 straight
matches for the Chants. He won the Most
Valuable Player award at the 1991 George
Mason University Tournament Rob is now
the ninth leading scorer at Coastal just one
point shy of the number eight spot He has
scored 18 goals and assisted on another 19
during his career. Rob was a member of
both the 1990 Soum All-Conference team
and the 1990 Big South All-Tournament
team. Rob will graduate from Coastal with
a degree in Computer Science.

CO'J{{j1(.9lTUL.9lrrIO'J{S
1992-93 COMTYIL ~OLI9\[Yl
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Anthony La Rocca- CAPTAIN
Stacey Stolmaker-CAPTAIN
Joe Allegro- Mascot
Wendy Hall
Jennifer Erski~e
Greg Addeo
Christine White
Sharon Skipper
John Mann
Vince Smith
Edward Watson
Heath Allen
Christopher Hughes
Jodi Eanes
Erica Cruchfield
Diana Burroughs-Alternate
Jennifer Agresta- Alternate

By JASON BREED
Sports Edtor

Junior Eric Schmitt earned honors last
week as the Big South Conference Soccer
Player-of-the-Y ear. Schmitt led the league
this season in scoring with 45 points (20
goals, 5 assists), and broke a school record of
goals scored in a season with 20 at the
forward position.
Other Coastal players receiving awards
in the conference this year were: Guy Norcou,
the 1990 Big South Payer-of-the-Year, was
named to the AIl-Conference team as a defender after leading a Coastal defense that
only allowed 17 goals in 17 games; Davor
Sen~, a senior, was named to the All-Conference team at the midfielderposition; also
on the list was Schmitt who was voted to the
All-Conference team as a forward.
The 13 members of the All-Conference
soccer team were announced last Friday
morning at the Big South Tournament
Breakfast in Rock Hill, South Carolina. The
awards were voted on by the head soccer
coaches from each of the 10 conference

naments during his career. He took the
honor at the Campbell University invitational during his freshman year and was
awarded the Edward M. Singleton Cup
Classic's Most Valuable Player fgr his outstanding defensive efforts earlier this season.
Norcott was a Big South All-Tournament
team member in 1989 and 1990. In 1990 and
1991 he was a membcr of the Intercollegiate
Soccer Association of America All-South
Region team and the recipient of the Big
South Conference's Most Valuable PlayerAward. Guy will graduate in May with a
bachelors degree in Business.

Eric Schmitt

CO'J{{j~.9lTU£.9lryIO'J{S

teams.
Coastal also finished the regular season as the league's leader in most of the
team statistics and had individuals ranked
with the elite crowd at the top of the Big
South stats.

1992-93 COMTYfL ~OLI9\[.91

Quote of the week:

"I am sure that
I never read any memorabl~ news in a
newspaper." -Thoreau
_

fj)f49\[CE rztE5l9v{
Suzanne Flynn- Captain
Jennifer Flynn
Lynn Bass
Tasha Mabry
Melanie Lande
Nan Epting
Tracey Tipton
Amy Crenshaw
Kristen Harrif
Erin Kirby
.

Spring .9Lrts !Festiva{ Committee
tyhe ne~t meeting wi{{ ta~ prace rrliursday, 9{pvember 12, at 4 p.m. in 1(jm6e{ 236. Current members
p[ease attend. We cordia{[y invite other students andfacu{ty who are interested in joining.
P[ease carr Jacf(je ymuca at e~tension 2418 or Steve J{ame{man at e~tension 2623.
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Big South Volleyba
By JASON BREED
Sports Edtor

The Big South Conference Championship Volleyball Tournament is coming to
Coastal! This year Coastal will host the
cori(erence tournament Friday and Saturday, November 13 and 14 in the main gym.
The ten conference teams will journey to the
Grand Strand to compete in what has become the strongest season of volleyball that
the Big South has seen. The tournament will
begin Friday at 9 a.m. and go until about 10
p.m. that night, resuming Saturday morning
at 9 a.m. again with the championship game
starting at 5 p.m.
The top seeded Lady Bulldogs of UNC
Asheville will look to repeat as 1992 conference tournament champions. Other
rankings are as follows: 2nd University of
Maryland Baltimore County; 3rd Liberty;
4th Radford; 5th UNC Greensboro; 6th

c

Towson State; 7th Charleston Southern; 8th
Coastal Carolina; 9th Winthrop; and 10th
Campbell. UNC Asheville comes into the
tourney as slight favorites after compiling
an impressive 29-4 season record and going
perfect in conference play this year at 9-0.
UNCA is the only institute in the Big South
to see post-season action in volleyball, which
came last year when they received an at
large bid in an NCAA tournament
"We were proud to go undefeated in the
conference during the regular season because
the Big South this year was as balanced and
as good as it's ever been, " stated UNCA
head coach Lisa Rhodes. "We are going to
have to be at our very best in every match if
we hope to defend the title."
The Lady Chants are going into the
tournament as an eighth seed after going 27 in conference bouts. "We ran into some
rough times during a stretch ofleague games

1992

a
that made our record what it is," commented
coach McCaudy-Lee. Coastal finished off
their regular season on Friday at 11-19 with
an impressive victory over Francis Marion
on the road. They took the match in three
straight games. A week ago today, the Lady
Chants tamed the Lady Cougars from the
College of Charleston who had beaten
Coastal in the lait nine straight matches
dating back three years ago.
"We are playing very well right now:'
replies Coastal ~ coach McCaudy-Lee.
"The girls are playing almost to their potential. I feel they will come into the
tournament ready to play in a polished fashion. I think: we should be able to surprise
some of the competition and go far this
weekend in the tourney. ,t
The volleyball team has managed to
win four of five games played at home

recently. Playing on familiarnufth°
end might be a ey to unlocking many ins
for Coastal.
Leading the way for the lady dig
senior Tammy Brown. Brown is cwrentl
the fourth best spiker (percentage ise in
the Big South Conference. The quarterback
for the Lady Chants is Shannon Mullal
who leads the team 10 assists and is also
ranked as one of the lOp seuen in the league.
Seniors Laura Egan and Anna Hollis have
emerged as the baCkbone of dle Coastal
defensive elite. Egan and Holli combine
for over 500 digs which makes a lot 0
opposing hiuers very unhapp .
The Lady Chants play their flfSt round
of a single elimination tournament 319 a.m.
Friday morning. With a Victory there, they
would continue on to tango with UMBC 31
5 p.m. that same day.

If you think rape can't happen to you, you're in for a real education.
Because statistics show that rape happens more to women in )UUf age
group than any other. In fact, this year; one out of ix college women
will be the victim of rape or attempted rape. Very often by someone
she knows. A fellow student. Even a date.
And that's a crime. Because any time a w man i forced to have
against her will if: a felon)!
Rape. If: a subject no one should take lightl)!
© 1989 Rape Treatment Center, Santa Monica Hospital
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THE Crossword
ACROSS
1 Frilly
neckpiece
6 Ringer
1(). Proscribes
14 TV waitress
15 Jal16 Caspian feeder
17 Rest
18 Judge's seat
19 Ms Fochof
films
20 Choice: abbr. •
21 Big boom from
the sky
24 Peer
26 Slangy
negative
27 Real
29 Most rapid
33 Of a form
34 Beauty marks
35 - Mahal
37 Chin. port
38 Peeled
39 Roast
40 Comic Erwin
41 Cues
42 Dove shelters
43 Cost
45 Author Marcel
46 Curve
47 Watered silk
48 Big light from
the sky
53 Harbor: abbr.
56 Gad
57 "High-"
58 Velvet hat
60 Genesis name
61 Author Wiese'
62 Draw out
63 Extinct birds
64 Vim
65 Strong smells
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

DOWN
Mason items
Nautical term
Love letter
Wood sorrel
Following the
script
Acacia tree
Panache
Light
Authorized

by Mary Cee Whitten

LEADERSHIP: COASTAL

November 12, 1992
Student Center
. Room 205

2:30PM - 7:00PM
Register in
StudentActivities
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10 UN diplomat
Ralph
11 Seed coat
12 Zola heroine
13 Duel prelude
22 Roach or
Holbrook
23 "Peanuts"
expletive
25 Wharf
27 Amo follower
28 Gallic
nobleman
29 Strong point
30 Pub drinks
31 Of classic
beauty
32 Filming
sessions
34 Supplies with
a crew
36 Gag
38 Certain
eyeglasses
39 Oaf
41 Cattle get·
together

ANSWERS
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42 Cowboy's beast
44 Discussion
groups
45 Neighbor
of Ger.
47 Impressionist
Claude
48 Minecar

i*J..

::J.

49 Man of the
road
50 Eye part
51 Actor's plum
52 - de Boulogne
54 Hockey item
55 Golf items
59 Poem of praise

(Student Center rm. 206 13)

By 5:00 pm on Nov. 6
FREE TO ALL PART/G/PANTS

Topics
•

+0

include:

Effective Leaaership
Group Motivation
Effective Meetings
Time Management
F una Raising
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Coastal Concert Con e
November 1992
Bottom Line. Apple Mighty Mighty
Rack of Spam.

Kinetics RIC

Annie's

Homegrown, R C

5

Cafe.

Cafe

KisslJackyl
Widespread
ITrixter.
Panic. Cat 5 Cradle. Greenville M monal

RIC 5 Cafe.

Chapel HIli

Audl OrlU

Mighty Mighty
Rack of Spam,

I"'oger Cen er,
Columbia,

RIC '5 Cafe

5

l
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James Taylor,

( s Natural

Kinetics. R cs

Homegrown.

Cafe,

Cafe.

Beast ie Boys
wiThe Rollins
Band, Ralelg CI\lIC

James Taylor
o a Sm C n r,

James Taylor,

False Sacrament
ISchlong
/Sarabellum,

Russel HamIlton

Charlo

JaCOb 5 Run,

Sandp p r

Wllm n

ThInking Fellows
Union Local 232,

Center, Ralelg ,
e ColIseum

Mighty Mighty
Rack of Spam.

Kinetics,

Homegrown

Apple Annie's.

Rick's Cafe

Bruce
Bruce
Springsteen, Dean Spnngsteen,

ck's

Cafe,

Natural
ProgressIon

Cafe,

Perfect Tommy
App

Apple Annie s
Nads, IC s Cafe.
Perfect Tommy,
Sm I h Center, Chapel Charlo te Coliseum, Morrissey, Ow n 5 A.pp e An I
Hill
Morrissey, Atlanta Audl orium,
Klnet Ics,
CIVIC Cen er,
Charlo e
Sandp per

Ten Thousand
Maniacs wi The
Wallflowers,
Cameron Indoor
Stadium, Durham,

1 AI

13

Natural
ProgreSSion.

An

€I

Cro Mags
un,

Ja ob
11m ng 0

Bad Company wi
Tom Cochran,

NC
Majestic Lions,
Jacob's Run,
Wilmington

on

An Ie 5

10

9

8

Geezer
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Bottom Line, Apple Mighty Mighty
Annie's
Rack of Spam,
Rick's Cafe

Toad The Wet
Sprocket. Gaillard
AuditorIUm,
Charleston.
Kinetics. RIc's
Cafe

GreenVille e onal
AudItorium,
GreenVille, S C

Homegrown, RIC

20

19

21

Cafe

Drag wi
BurNonter, T e

What Peggy
Wants, Th Grung

Joe Satrianl, Fox

G unge Garden.

Garden.
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10,000 Maniacs coming to D r a
By RIK EDGAR
Graduate Assistant

Optimistic has not previously been a
good adjective to describe the 10,000 Maniacs lyrical style, but with their current release
"Our Time in Eden," the college radio favorites have a more positive outlook for the
future.
Concert goers will get their opponunity
to see the less repressed version of the 10,000
Maniacs as they play Cameron Indoor Stadium in Durham, N.C. on November 15 at 8
p.m. The Wallflowers will open the show.
"One of the things that drew me to
playing music was its transcendent quality."
commented vocalist and lyricist Natalie

Merchant. "Its ability to move me into
another space, change my mood. I realized
that some of the music I've loved most was
inspirational, uplifting. We've never fully
explored that aspect in our music. "
"These are Days." the fIrSt single, is a
joyous celebration of Spring and is a good
example of the life affll11ling nature of the
band's new material.
The band's reputation has been based
on their ability to take on sensitive subjects
with unbridled passion. "Jezebel," also from
"Our Time in Eden," displays Merchant's
ability to do just that.
"Jezebel" is a painful confession of a
wife to her husband," explains Merchant
The 10.000 Maniacs fonned as a punlcl

reggae cover band out of Jamestown, ew
York in 1981. Their fust major label release
came in 1985 with "The Wishing Chair."
The disc was not only well-received in colleg~ radio and al lemati v.e circles, but also on
both MTV and VH-l.
"In My Tribe" also endeared itself to
the critics as Merchant' lyric tac led
sevetal socially relevant issues uch a alcoholism, child abuse, and illiteracy. The
disc was so highly regarded that it placed
65th in the Rolling Stone magazine Best 100
Albums of the decade poll for the 1980' .
The 1989 release "Blind Man s lix>"
kept the band's social image sharp as they
continued their plight against the world'
ills such as poverty , racism, and thccnviron-

men
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Tan For All Seasons
10 Tanning Rooms
Open 7 days a week

Campus Programming Board
Students and faculty alike can enjoy an
early evening movie of their choice at the
Pottery Cinemas (Waccamaw Pottery), for just

ONE DOLLAR!

Monday, November 16

Hwy. 501, Conway,
behind Shoney's
248-5194

You must bring your
validated ID!
7 p.m. shows only
(Event will occur monthly)

Campus Programming Board

[Myrtle Beach ResortJ
Luxurious Ocean Front Condos

INTRAMURAL BADMINTON
TOURNEY

Furnished 1 & 2 bedroom units from $400/ month
6 pools, (2 indoor), 6 tennis courts,
Jacuzzis, Saunas, etc.

ALL UTILITIES INCLUDED
Telephone, Water, Cable, Electricity

RESORT BROKERAGE
SERVICES
Call 238-1559

SINGLES

DOUBLES

DOUBLE ELIMINATION TOURNEY
Entries Due: Nov. 12
Play Begins: Nov. 16
For More Information Contact Intramurals

349-2830

